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A LARGE amount of a.dditional knowledge about the chemotherapy 6f malari'a has accu
mulated since the war started. In spite of this, there appears to exist in some quarters a 
failure to appreciate the basic principles of such treatment. There' is also muehunceitainty 
as to how this knowledge can be applied to th.e best-advantage qnder th~v:eryvaried condi-
tions which arise during active milita.ry service.,' '. . 

" Theoretically, it should be possible to interr}lpt the cycle of the hrima.n malaria parasite 
from mosquito to man and back agCJ:in by a direct chemotherapeutic attack upon the Plas
modium in either host. In our present' state of' knowledge, however, 'this. ean only be 
attempted during the sojourn of the parasite in the l1uman body. The whole of the plas

'modial asexual cycle (Sfhizogony) 'occurs in the vertebrate hQst, while the sexual development 
{sporogony) is completed in the mosquito. The only stages of the. latter cycle that occur 
in man are (i) the,forms (gameto'cytes) destined for the initiation of the spor9goniccydewhen ~ 
taken, by, the, mosquito, and '(ii) the mature products of the latter cycle (sporozQites), which 
may give rise to infection when inoculated into man. It is necessary, therefore, to consider 
in :p.ow far these stages of the sexual cycle and the various stages of the asext:i.al one ca.n Qe 
affected adversely by the administration of drugs to the hUman host. 

l}' successful chemotherapeutic attackup6n the gametO(;ytes or upon the sporozoites in 
man would be in the .nature of a true prophylactic action (i.e. the prevention of the trans
mission of inJection either to the mosquito or to man respectively). On the other hand, an 
,attack upon the different stages of the asexual cycle would be a curative action (Le. treatment 
of an infection aJreadyacquired by the human host). :It is convenient,therefor,e, to consider 
the use of chemotherapeutic agents in man from (i) the Prophylactic standpoi.nt and (ii) from . 
the Curative one. ' 

. DEFINITIONS OF THE TERMS USED TO DESCRIBE THE 
CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC ACTIONS OF ANTI-MALARIAL DRUGS.1 

\ 

Much confusion and controversy have resulted'in the" past because of varied meanings 
applied to tIie same terms in malaria therapy. It is most essential, therefore, :thatexact 
definitions should be given to the' terms used. . 
'., 1 'These defini!ions are discussed more fully by Sinton (1937) and Sint01} et al. (1939). 

13 . 
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148 The Curative and tJ;te Suppressive Treatments of Human Malaria 

I.-,,-,TERMSUSElJ IN DESCRIBINGCHEMOiHERAPEUTIC ,MEASURES AIMED AT THE TRUE 

PROPHYLAXIS OF'MALARIAL INFECTION. 
(A) Prophylaxis of the Passage of Infection from the Humtfn to " 

the InsectHost (Gametocyte Therapy). . 
(1) Direct gametocyte prophylaxis is the prevention of the develOPment of infection in the 

ini?ect vector by the direct destructio~, sterilization, or devitalization of the. gametocytes 
before they leave the human, host. 

(~) Indirect gametocyte prophylaxis is a reduction in the infectivity of the human host 
because. ofa temporary diminution in the number of gametocytes,'or a temporary elimination 
of these forms from the peripheral blood, through the destructive action of anti-malarial 
drugs upon the asexual parakites from which they are derived.!, , 

(3) Eventual gametocytf! prophylaxis is the, permanent elimination of gametocyfes from the 
peripheral blood by/the cOlllpJete eradication of the schizogonic forms from which they 
originate:!" ' '. ./ 

(B) Prophy~axis of the Passage of Infectionfiotn thel nsect to 
. .the l[ertebrate Host (True Causal Prophylaxis) 

(1) True Causal ProphYlaxis.'---The complete prevention of the. development ·of any 
. schizogonic blood forms as ~he result of tb,e radical destructiqn. of all introduced, sporozoites 

(or of any hypothetical stages between the latter and the former),2i.e.the prevention of 
infection in man. . 

n.-TERMS tJ'SED IN DESCfIBING CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC MEASU~ES AIMED AT THE CURE OF 

INFECTION OR ITS MAN~FESTATIONS. 
'(1) Suppressive Treatme1{t.-T.he prevention of.the deveI()pment of the clinical manifes

tatio!ls of sub-patent infectfns by: means of continued drug treatment. . .. " 
. (2)' Clinicqj Cure.1-c The cure of clinicalrnanifestations should these develop> 

. (3) Radical Cure.I-The permanent elimination of the infection by the destruction of all 
thos~ forms of thepatasite that are capable of continuing the asexual. (pathogenic) cycle in 
the human host, i.e, permaii~nt prevention of relapses, either clinital or parasitic. 3 . 

1 So far 'as :is known, gametdcytes are derived primarily from th~ blood :Schizogonic forms C;f the Plas- .' 
modium, and so are liable.to be regenerat,ed so long as infection continues: (It is'unknown what part the' 
exo-erxthrocytic stages seen in avian malaria and hyp6thecated in mammalian malaria· play in their 
development.) .' '. .' . ' 

In the absence of radical cure,. the effects of gametocytocidal drugs are only temporary, and these forms 
tend to reappear when the temporary action 'Of the drug h¥ passed off. In our present state ofknowledge, 

. there appears to be no hope of achieving a permanent disappearance of gametocytes from the peripheral 
blQod, and so the elimination of actual and potential malaria carriers, unless at the same time the infection 
is eradicated. . . . /' . . 
. .1':he term "cure". is. used, in a' very loose sense by many writers on malarial therapy. It isessentiaj 

that it should always be clel),rly indicated whether it is intended to mean radical cure (i.e. a complete eradi
cation 6f infection), or merely clinical cure (i.e. only abolition of those clinical manifestations of infection 
present at the time when trelltment commenced). 'Vhile many Clinical cures may at the same thne be . 
radical ones, more especially in M. T; infections treated by modern methods, there is at present no mean.s of 
determining whether the latter effect has been achieved except by prolcinged post-'therapeutic observation. 
In the case.of M.T; iniections,.the absence of attacks. for three months·after the cessation of all forms of 
anti-malarial treatment usually indicates a radical cure, but with B.T. the infections in some ins.tances may 
remain latent and attack-free for periods of.nine to. twelve months in the absence.of radical cure. . 
.. 2 So. far· there is no conclusive proof that such hypothetical forms (cryptozoites) exist in the cycle of 
any mammalian Flasmo.gium .. If such forms are found to occur, it may bl" necessary to divide" true 
causal prophylaxis" into two stages, (a) sporofgjte causal prophylaxis, and' (b) cryp,tozoite causal prophy
laxis;· foi' scien1;ificconvenience. Or it might ])e better to consider the occurrence of. cryptozoites as' an 

/ 'early stage of infection, andc1assifythe treatment a,gainst .such forms as a " curative~' rather .than a 
c, prophylactic" measure, This would meanthatcurativemethoas (vide infra) would require to.be divided 

'. into (a) attack on tissue forms (cryptozoites) , and (b) attack,on blood forms (trophozoit;es, etc.); 
. 3 Relapses may be of. two types-(i) Parasitic ones discovered by blood examinations, and· (n) Clinical 

ones revealed by di"ease manifestations. The discovery 6f parasites in the peripheral bl09d is,j:lOt always 
accompanied by clinical effects. The provocation of a clinical attack depends upon the number of para
sites' required. to produce such pathogenic eff~cts (i.e. the pyrogenic threshold of the strain. or species of 
parasite) in the infected ihdividu.al at the time of the attack .. This may vary periodically in the same 

.. person. It is also influenced by certain basic 'factors such as (i)' the natural individual 0r racial tolerance of 
t:l:\e infected person (e.g. African adults appear to have a much higher tolllrance ~hanhave Aryans}, and (H) 
the degree of immunity or tolerance acquired as the result of the present or previous infections (Sinton et al., 
1931 ; Sinton,1935). . . ' .. 
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I A. Sinton 149 

If there was available any drug orcombipatlon .of drugs thatinnon~toxic dosage was 
capable of producing .all the therapeutic actions mentioned above, it should be possible, 
'theoretically at least, to eradicate malaria. Unfortunately, we do not know ohny sucl;1drug, 
or system of treatment, which can be used as a true causal prophylactic; nor do we know of 
one which can be guaranteed to produce by a single course a radical cure in all Inalarial 

. infections, although with some types of infection a very high percenfage of such cures can 
be obtained. ' 

THE PARASITICIDAL ACTION OF ANTI-MALARIAL DRUGS IN 

RELATION TO THE' PREVENTION AND, CONTROL OF MALARIA. 

Having defined the terms to be used, it is necessary to cortsider the' various proven actions 
of the commonly used anti-malarial drugs in relation to theiremplByment under military 
conditions. The Jollowing table gives a"summary of the chief actions of the three common 
drugs~quinine, mepacrine (atebrin) and pamaquin (plasmoquitle). 

• • • , I' 

TABLE SHOWING THE ACTIONS QF CERTAIN ANTI-MALARIAL DRUGS UPON THE ,BLOOD 
STAGES OF THE MALARIAL PARASITES. 

Asexual' Parasitesi Sexual.,Parasites1 

Drugs B.T. Ov. Qt. M.T. B.T. Ov. Qt . 

. Quinine X X X 'x X X X X· X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Mepacrine x_ X x· X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

M.T. 

0 
0 

P~maquin XcX ? X x 0 x x X x x. x x x x x x x. 

Notes.-xx x iI).dicates a very great destructive action; x x iJ,less marked'action';' 0 an'absence 
of destructive action; and ? absence of precise information. ' " 

T;-TRUE PROPHYLACTIC ACTION oy ANTI~MAiARIAL DRUGS. 

(A) ThePreveniionof the Acquisition of Infection by the 
Mosquito (Gametocy}e Prophylaxis).,' . 

(1) Direct Gametocyte,Prophylaxis.-Bothquinine and mepacrine have a direct d~structive 
action upon the sexual forms of RT., Qt., and ovale parasites,2 but none upon the gameto-'
cytes (crescents) ofM.T.20n the other hand, pamaquin (plasmoquine) destroys or ,devi
'talizes thegametocytes of, all four forms of human malaria parasites. For' these reasons, 

, apart from any adjuvant actiop to the radically curative effects of the, other ant~~mal;l.fial 
/drugs~.(vide infra)-;it.is unnecessary to give pamaquin in infections other tl1an M.T.2 if such 

drugs are being used. It D;lust be remembered, however; that so long as the infection is not, 
radically cured, Jhese sexual forms will be liable to reappear in ~he peripheral blood after 
treatment ceases, i.e. such un cured cases will always be actual or potential gametocyte 
carriers, and at some later period, may spread the dIsease to the mosquito. 3 

(2) Indirect Gametocyte Prophylaxis.-Any of the anti-malarial ,drugs ,which act upon the 
schizogonic forms will reduce, temporarily, the number of gametocytes beipg poured into the 
peripheral blood by destroying theicprecursors (Le. the schizogonic 'forms). 3 ~or this reason 
an .the ordinary curative treatments with quinine or mepacrine, have an indirect gametocyte 
prophyla~tic action, even in M.T. infections. This action is very apparciItwhen mepacrine 
suppressive'treatment is properly taken. ' , 

(3) Eventual Gametocyte Prophylaxis.-Itis only after the e~tablishment of a radical cure' 
by any means that the reappearance 0.£ gametocytes at a later datG, can be prevented after 
all treatment is discontiriuedcompletely. ' 

1 I<or ease of reference in this article, benign tertian infections (P. vivax) will be indicated as "B.T.," 
quartan infections (P. malariiE) as. "Qt.", malignant tertian infections (P. jalcipqrumj as " M.T. " and ovale 
infections (P. ovale,) as "'Ov." . 

2 It has been reported that pamaquin- (plasmoquine) in doses even as. small as 0 ·01 gram twice weekly 
, will suffice to reduce crescents to avery low level of infectivity amons-'native poj:lUlations not treated 
, by other means. ' 

3. See footnote1 on page 148. '. 
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150 The Curative and theSuppressi'IJe Treatments of Human Malaria 

The proper use of any of these methods .will have an important influence on the spread 
of rpalarial infections in the field. The numbers of gametocytes developed has been found to 
be proportional to the intensity of schizont prevalence (see references in Sinton, 1938). _ The! 

'greatest numbers in RT. and ovale infections occur during the acute attack" while with M.T. -
the peak ,is reached about seven to ten days after the maximum schizont prevalence. In 
the case of the former infections, adequat~ clinically curative and suppressive treatment.will -
reduce t.he production of gametocytes to: a very low and probably non-infective level~ because 
of both dire<;:! and indirect g'!JlletQcytoc'idal action. On the other hand,quinine or m,epacrine 
have, little or no'direct action on the formed gametocytes oiP. jalcipar14m, although, by their 
indirect action they can cause a grea:~ reduction in the numbers produced (Sinton, 1938). 
This is very evident withmepacrineSUppressivetreatmerit. For this re~son, it may be 
advisable after treating an attack of M.T: malaria to give a few doses of pamaquin tO,cause 
a rapid direct destruction of any. crescents which, have escaped indirect effects of the clinical 
treatment.1 ' .. -' - ' 

(B) The PreventionojtheA~quisitio6ojlnjection by the . 
Human Host (True Causal Prophylaxis). _ ' 

So far no drug has been discovered which, in rion~toxicdosage, wiHprevent the acquisition' 
of infection by a susceptible human host after being bitten by an infective mosquito, i.e,llo 
'true causal prophylactic drug iskn6WIi which is possIble of practical application in. human 
malaria. Some drugs, such as mepacrine, which weteat one time claimed/to have this 
property in. M.T.malaria, have been shown to exert their action not uEon the sporozoites (or 
cFyptozoites), put upon the schizogonic forms which eventually develop from the former 
type of parasite, i.e. a curative action upon an established inf~ctibn.2 . 

n.-CURATIVE ACTION OF ANTI-MA}-ARIALDRlJGs.· 

His a~ axiom that unlesS a drugis taken~ retained and absorbed,/ o~e cannot expect to 
get its optiimiJ effects in the body. It is not sufficient merely to order a drug, OD to hahd it 
to the pat~ent, asking him to take it. Steps must be ta.ken to see that the prescribed adminis
tration i~ carried out. The supposed failure of proven remedies is too often due to a failure 
to ensure that these conditions are strictly complied with (~e Sinton, 1930)., 

'The two main drugs used in the routine therapy of malaria, whether clinical or suppres
sive"are quinine and IIlepacrine., It,is necessary to know certain details about their pharma
cology before one. can employ them to the best advantage under different conditions. 

Both drugs ar;erapidlyabsorbed when given orally, and quinine· quickly reaches a high, 
. blood' concehtration. On the other hand, with mepacrine much of the. drug is taken up by , 
the. other tissues, and itrequires several days before an optimum effective blood concentration 
can be reached by the usual routine curativedosage. 3 For this reason with.such dosage the 

1 A couple of daily doses of 6·02 gram of pamaquin will probably suffice for this purpose. 
2 If patients already infected with P. falciparum continue to take the proper dosage of suppressive 

mepacriI).e for several weeks after the'last risk: of infection· has passed, the majority will be radically cured, 
although they may never have,shown any clinical signs of infection. It. was this reasOn that caused some 
workers to claim that mepacrine could act as a true causal prophylactic. against M.T. malaria. If, however, 
mepacrine is stopped within' a week after infection has been acquired, attacks .of the disease' will occur later 
in most instances.' It has also been shown by blood inoculation, and sometimes by blood examination, . 
. that during the early periods after the passage of infection, the blood of such persons contained asefCual 
parasites,even although mepacrine is being taken. It is evident, therefore,~that although the re;;u-Its may_ 
"iimulate a true causal prophylaxis the action of the drug is upon the schizogonic forms and not upon the' 
'sporpzoites or cryptozoites, i.e. it is a curative effect and not a prophylactic one. Uryortunately no such 
remarkable beneficial effect is produced in .the case of B.T. infections,in which relatively few moreaie 
radically cured by such an extension of~uppressive treatment, although large numbers may be rendered 
latent for several months. These ,undetected infections may appear at most inopportune' moments and 
'constitute a. serious military problem. . ' , 

3 -It' is 'on accqunt of this slow" build-up" of blood concentration that mepacrine suppressive treat
ment is better started some weeks before the risk of infection occtlrs; or alternatively larger " loading" 
do.ses should be given a shorter tifne previqusly to achieve the same result. Similarly, to. produce rapid 
clinical effects compar.ablewith those c<!.used by quinine, the dosage of mepacrine during the first two days 
may need to be increased to 0·6 to 0·8 gram daily, ifquinine is not used. . . 
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'clinical action of qumine has often been 'found to be mote rapid'than that of mepacrine.1 

, Quinineis,however, excreted much more rapidly than is mepacrine, so tb,e therapeutic 
aCtion of .the·latter drug mayicontinuefor a considerable period after the last dose. ' It is 
for this reason that; in 'the absence of radical cure, relapses1tre liable to occ~r sooner after the 
cessatiQn of quinine treatmerit than after mepacrine. It has been upon, such early results' 
that some workers have reported that certain treatments with quinine and pamaquin are 
less effeCtive in the radical cure of chronicB.T. infections than are mepacrine ones. _ More 
prolonged observation has in some cases shown the reverse to be true. 

(A) Suppressive Treatment. 
(1) Quinine.-In the past it has been reported from many parts of the world that the, 

clinical manifestations of malaria can be largely suppressed in the majority of individuals by 
doses of 5 ro 6 grains of quinine daily.2 More recent experience tendS"toshowthat such good 
results 6m only be expected (i) when the action of the drug has been reinforced by some degree 

\ of immunity, either natural or acquired;, or (ii) when, the exposure to infection is not very 
severe' or is mainly seasonal; or (iii) when the chief infection is B.T:, On the other hand, It 
has been foundthai when non~immune-individuals are exposed to severe malarial!nfections; 
such doses of quinine are insufficient to keep all attacks of malaria suppressed over long 
peri~ds, although they will, diminish the clinical severity and frequency of these attacks. 
The increased dosage, needed to achieve the high degree of suppression produced by mepacrine 
(vide infra) would, in these circumstan~es, be too high to be tolerated by the soldier while 
performing his normal duties efficiently. 3 '. " " , ' / . 

, (2) Mepacrine.-With mepacrine we have nbw a drug which in easily tolerated dosage will ~ 
suppress the effects ofrepe'ated heavy infectionsand superinfections with either M.T. or B.T. 
or both. To obtain these effects; the drug should'be given in a dosa,g'eofO'l gram every 
day of the week without fail. "The recipient quickly becomes habituated to this amount of 
the drug, and ltdoes not'interfere with his normal duties, either physical or mentaL 

The statistics recently reported from veryhighlymalarious ateasin New Guinea show 
that, with -the proper enforcement of such mepacrine suppression, a military force can main.: 
tain itself in the field with a very low malarial attack incidence. This is possible under con-
9.itions where, }Vithout the prop-er use oflhis drug, malaria would put the force out of action 
within: a few weeks. . 

,Much evidence had been accumulated in the field from all parts of the world during the 
pastfewyears to indicate very strongly that, when properly and regularly taken, mepacrine 
would ensure a very low malarial incidence under active service. conditions. : Now the brilliant 
experiments carried out in Australia have proved conclusively that any supposed. failure to 
suppress is mainly, prob<;tbly entirely, due to a failure to carlY out the routine ingestion of 
the drug withoiIt any intermissions: V~ry severe teElts designed to simulate as closely:as 
possible the conditions oLheat, cold, fatigue, mental strain,poor and inadequate nourish
ment, etc., likely to be encountered OIl: active service, failed to overcome the suppressive 
action of this drug when given in doses of 0·1 gram daily; Attacks only occur when for some 
reason, intentional or unintentional, there has beensorne interruption in the daily ingestion 
()Uhedrug. 4 . 

The occurrence of malarial attacks among groups of persons ordered r'outinemepacrine 
suppression can)e regarded as prima facie evidence that the drug is not taken regularly as ' 
ordered; This failure to take mepacrine properly is sometimes due to carelessness Or forget~ 
fulness,' but ,some individuals deliberately avoid the treatment in the hope thaVfl. resulting 

1 The ordinary routine doses for clinical treatment ~re 30 grains (2 grams) of quinine daily in solution, 
or 0·3 gram mepacrine daily in tablet form. , . 

: 2 See Sinton(19i36} (pp. 134-145), 
3' The question of quinine dosag~ is discussed by Sinton (1930). 

4 The routine in the Australian Forces is that a man who, for any reason; has failed to take a tablet of 
mepacrine on one or more days will take an additional tablet of mepacFine on each \day i011owing" until the 
same total nUlllber that·were missed have been taken (e.g. if three tablets are missed, two will be taken 
daily for the next three days), ' . 
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152 The Curative 'and the Suppressive]reatnientsojHutnan Malaria 

mala;iaI attack will secur; them ~ period of.absen~e fro~ the perils aM discomforts of the 
forward area,or evewleave or invaliding outside .the' theatre of opertitions .. The tesuItsof 
suppression in any unit depends upon the strictness with which the administtatioI). of mepa
crine is supervised and enforced and, in such circumstances, a high malarial incidence is 
certain evidence 'of poor anti-malarial discipline. . ' 

As pointed out earlier, mecaprinehas no true·caus.q.lprophylactk action but is merely a 
suppressive.' For this reason, if the tre,atqlent is stopped immediately after leaving a. mala" 
rious area, many of the suppressed infections will soon develop into acute clinical attacks 
of the disease. On the other hand, it has been·found that, in the absence of reinfection,if 
mepClcrine !Je continued in the same dosage for about' fbur weeks, aftef leaving a malarious 
area, a radical cure will have been achieved in practically all cases oiM.T. infection. It is 

. otherwise in the case of B.T. infections. l Whilesorn.eofthelatter ~ay be cured by suppressive 
treCl.tm~rit, a considerable number. may be expect{:)d to break out after treatmentjs'stopped. 
Som€;) may appear within a few weeks, while many may remain latent for'many months or 
evenas'long as a. year. 2 ' . . 

. ", Theb~neficial effects of-mepacrine suppression may be summarized'as follows :- ,.. 
(a) D4ninution in morbidity, and SQ a.great conservation 1~ man-power and efficiency, 

both'physical and mental ; (b) reduction in the severity of clinicalattacks, and so, (c) reduc
tion in mortality;3 (d) diipiJ;mtion in the, number of gametocyte carriers ot all spec~es of 
parasites and so a. reduction in the source of infe,ction to mo;;quitoes ;' (e) radic().l· cures of 
many infecti()ns, especially M.T. ones,when the treatment is prolonged; (f) diminution in, 
the tendency to blackwater fever andto 'post-malarial anremia; (g) assistance to the body in 
building up a resistance to malaria, which will tend to diminish the frequency and intensity 
of.clinical attacks and also help the action of anti-malarial drugs' (Sin ton, 1939). . 
,. There is no doubt .that mepacrine is the best drug we have at our disposal for,s,!ppressive 

treatment among troops. Not only is)t abetter suppressive than quinine, bubs easier to \ 
take, does not produce cinchonism, and does not interfere with either the mental or bodily , 
activities of the recipient.' . . 

" (B) ~Clinical Cure. 
The chief drugs of value·in the cure of the' clinical manifestations of malaria are ,quinine 

and mepacrine; pamaquin has no place in such treatment. With the appropriate doses of 
tliese drugs, a clinical cure is usually a relatively easy matter. This is especially the case in 
relapsesoI B.T. malaria, many of which tend to'run to spontaneous recovery even in the 
absente of treatment. In aGute attacks of M;T. malaria, it is usually necessary ,to give 
relatively larger initial doses of mepacrine than of quinine to obtain a qu~ck result.' '. 
. . In ordinary ca;es of malaria, if the diagnosis 'be made early and specific treatment started. 
promptly, the damage to ,the patient's health: is relatively slight; the necessary period of 
absence from duty should be short, unless after severe at~acks of M,T. ma,laria or when 
blackwater fever or some other'. complication occurs, Long continued untreated or insuffi
ciently treated malarial inf~ctions may eventually lead to considerable anremia and debility. 
Such cases should'be very rare or absent when proper treatment is given, and more especially 
when mepacrine suppressionisinnse. ." , 

1, See footnote1 page 14/8. " 
2 Am~ngfroops returning from the Mediterranean area, at least 5 to 6 per cent developed subsequent . 

attacks OI B.T. malaria", often' after a quiescent interval of five to six months .or longer. In ~he tropics, 
where the infection rate is much higher, the incidence of such attacks will be much greater, but some reports . 
seem to indicate that the majority of these will rfi\veal themselves very shortly after suppression is stopp'ed, 
and that relatively few will have long periods of laten,cy. . ' . 

3 In highly malariousareas during .the" last war from 5 to 15 per 1,000 '1f malaria cases admitted to 
hospital pied, as eompared with a rate gfon\y 1 per 3,000 ,reported by the Australians from the S.W.P. area. 
Very much of.this decrease is attributed to inepacrine suppression. 

• See fecitnote 3 on. page 150. . " . 
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J. A.Sinton 153 

(C) Radical. Cure. 
Some workers believe that malarial infections cannot pe cure!1 radically by chemo

therapeutic :rneansalone,but that, until some immunity is developed by the infected person 
to assist the action ·of the drugs, the infections will linger on and relapse for very long periods.1 

For this reason'it is sometimes recommended that the treatment of attacks should be~ 
5eparated from that which:aims a~ radi~alcure. .' .... •.. . . 
. While it is recognized that the. presence of sofue.ildegree of imm1,lnity, either natural. or 
acquiJ;'ed, maybe of great help in producing a radical cure; it is now proven that quitea 
high proportion of malarial infections can be cured radically in the ~bsence of any appreciable 
degree of ,acquired immunity2(e.g. the radical cute of early M.T. infections by mepa:
crine). Other factors being equar. (vide infra), moder:n practice is to attemptto obtain both 
a clinical andaradicalcure by tnesame course ofat'reatment'of short duration ... '. . 

Routine prolonged fFeatment which aims at the production. of a very high percentage of 
radical cUres in aU cases, irrespective of the type of infection, do'esnot appear justifiable in 
Army practice during war; either from the' point oLview of the patients,the loss of man" 
power involved, the expense, and the sup~rvisi()n required. In primar-yattacks the course 

. should be as short as possible, consistent with a high radical clirerate in the predominating 
infection. While it is admitted that prolonged courses of treatment will produce in most 
cases a higher radical cure rate; the benefits derived from them are not proportionate to the 
loss of man-power, etc., involved in implementing them (see Sinton,1930). . . 

Owing to the difficulty which the clinicians may encounter in obtaining .... an immediate 
diagnosis ot the ,species' of parasite responsible for the infection ahd the common occurrence 
of undetected mixed infections;. some standard course of treatment should he laid. down which 
will produce a rapid clinical"cure, and,if possible, at the same time, a radical 'cure 0£ the' 
majority of the infections encountered in the area. The short standard courses oftreatment 
advocated in the Army have. prov~d capable of effecting rapid: clinical cures against both B,T,' 
and M,T. malaria, and in producing a very high rate of radical cure in the latter type of. 
infection. (usually more than 90 per cent with a: single course of treatment).: Unfortunately; 
these are less successful against some types of B.T. infections in which .aconsiderable pmpor-
tiOll (even up to SOpercent)Iilay relapse later./ ., . 

WhiIesuch B.T. infections are very' easily cured clinically! andattacksca.n· easily be 
, ~ ... pnwerited by continufngsuppresslve treatmerit; 3 a relativ~ly high proportiontelapse again 

when such treatment i~discontinued. Such relapsing eases form a serious military problem, 
~ because no one course of any of the standard Arnly treatments: has been found to produce a 
. high radiCal cure rate. These c?roriic B:T. cases reguire special types. of treatment, 4. and 
althoughseveral new drugsand)ntensivetypes of treatment with mepacrine have been tried, . 
so far thay have hot solved the problem; So~e"Workers state,however, that when the action' 
of pamaquiIJ.(plasm()quine) is combined withthat~of quinine or mepacrine, the relapse rates 
in both~.T. and M.T: malaria are reduced. 5 . Som'e recent work onchropic B.T. malaria of ' 

1. In the "absence of ~einfection, M.T; infections seldom relapse after.oneYear; B:T,i~fections' usually 
disappear after two to three years, butQt. iI1fections'may persist for ~any years; c Clinical'relapses. in 
ovale infections are practically unknown. " . 

2 This question has be"11 discussed more fully bySinton (1935a, 1939). 

3 Some physicians reco~mend: that the clinical curative treatment of such:casesshouldbe followed up 
by a "maintenance course" of therapy .. Thisjs called a " treatment to prevent relapses.:' .It is merely a 
suppressive treatment, and relapses must be expected to recur when it is stopped. Although the immunity 

·which is developing while such treatment ~s in progress (see Sinton, 1939) may assist in the producti<lln of a 
radica.! cure eventually, the benefjdal eflects produced are not suffidenttci compensate for the difficulties 

'of its strict· administration under most military conditions. When given in the form of the ordinary 
routine suppressive treatment and not ih the form of indiv,idual attempts at . radical. cure or suppression, 
'such a scheme is of considerable importance under certain military conditions (vide infra)::. ' 

. 4 Pre-war eXPerience in IIld~a reported highly favourably, upon the radically curative effects of the 
simultaneous administ,ation of quinine and plasmoquine in the treatment of chronic RT. infections (Eee, 
Sinton et al., 1930; SintoD, 1930; Manifold, 1931; Dixon, 1933;. Amy and Boyd, 1936; et al . .). Recent 
controlled trials in this country tend to support this claim. 

5 The reported benefits of the combined plasmoquine treatments are discussed in the 4th General Report A 

of the.Malil,ria Commission ofthe League of Nations (1937), (pp. 940-954). . 
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154 TheCurativean:d the Suppressive T;eatments of Hum(;m Malaria 

Mediterranean origin supports the view that a higher radiCal cure. rate in such infections can 
he produced by a combination of quinine and pamaquin than with any other formof treat- . 
ment tried. l 

THE PRACTlCAL· ApPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF MALARIA THERAPY i~ THE 

CONTROL OF . THE Dis.EASE ONDliR MILITARY CO~DlTIONS?'" 

, .·Therecognized 'actions of anti-malarial drugs. must be applied'diffe~ently to obtain the 
best eft1eds under the varied. conditions. of military service. . . 

'. . 

· L~TR~E CAUSAL PROPHYL:"-XIS • 

. So.far we know of no drug whi«;:h' it l~.practicable to use in, ~on-toxic doses to produce'th.is 
effect. If such a drug were available, to be ~atisfactory under military conditions"it should 
not only be a true causal prophylactic, against all species andstra,ins of parasite, but should 
also have a curative action to ensure that the results of anyfaihire to take the drug inadequate 

. dosage, with ~on:sequent contraction of infection .. would be. overcome by its later curative' 
or suppressive actions.2. . . . 

II.~GAMETOCYTE PROPHYLAXIS .. 

. With theproper use ofmepacri;'e.suppressive treatment,gametoc~te carriers should not 
.. be a serious problem among troops;, When such treatment is not' in us~in a,potentially 

malarious area, it'may be advisable inl\LT .. infeGtions to give a couple of smalI doses of , 
'pamaquin . alter the completionofa. course of treatment to devitalize any crescents which 
have not been affected by the other drugs used; 
, Gametocyte prophylaxis may also be usecl, 'in reducing the number of carriers among 
indigenous populations living continually in close contact with troops.,-a condition to be 
avoided. But he;eit is probable that the use ·of )llepacrine suppression would pe better, as 
it would not only act as an indirect gametocytocidal agent against crescents, but a direct one· 
also against the gametocytes,of B.T. 'andQt. At the same'time it would reduce the number. 
of those acute::-attacks which are follow~d by showers of gametocytes into the peripheral 
,~~ ~ 

IIL"":':CURA 'fIVE MEASURES. . ' .. . . 

. (1) Suppressive Treatment.-As emphasized above, mepacrine suppression is the most 
'important means of controlling the results ofinfections in malarious, and~specially highly 
malarious, regions; It must always be stressed that such treatment is not the:solution 

, of tIieproblemof malariapreverition,. but is only a means()f controllingtne' rav<j.ges of the 
disease temporarily. When such treatment is discontinued, a large number of attacks must 
be expected, and these may occur at most. inopportune moments thus. upsetting Or· delaying 
~important operational. preparations. The mere fact that troops on suppressive treatment 
haye a low malariaJ sick rate must never be taken as ajustification ·for any relaxation of 
other measures <?I personil-1protection against the acquis'itionof irifection.(i.e. against mos
quito bites). Indeed, the heed for the use of suppressive treatment is a certain indication of 

. severe risks of infection and therefore for the even stricter enforcement uf all measures of 
personal protection.' .'. . . '.' 

The occurrence of number.s of malarial attacks in any unit or formation ordered.mepacrine 
suppressive treatment is clear evidence that the drug is not being taken properly. . The ' 

· occurrence of a .heavy malarial incidence after such treatment is stopped is definite proof 
· that measures of personal protection have not been adequately enforced during the period 
of exposure to the risk of infection.' '. 

1 See footnote 4 on page 153. 
2 An ideal prophylactic would be one in which these' effects lasted for weeks or even months after a 

singJe dose or cour~e of treatment. 
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J. A. Sinton '155 

. (2) Clinicql Treatment.~The treatment should be such as will produce as rapid a curative 
effect as possible, thus not only reducing-the period of disability but also the effects of 'the. 

_ attack-upon the patient's health.< As Clinical cures can be produced very rapidly inuncom
plicated cases of malaria, arrangements shOuld be made to, treat 'all these as close to their 
units as possible, ih order to av.oid the great wastageofman~power and the prolonged periods 
9£ absence from duty whiCh result when patients are evacuated to more distant places. 
The establishment of Forward Treatment Units should do much t6 prevent this. 

. ,~ .' \ ,\ -' . 

-If mepacrine suppressive treatment. is being taken properly and attacks .trea'tedquickly 
when they develop, the effects upon the patient's health should Pe very small and, in the 
abscence of compliyations,.of -short -durati'On. Few cases should require evacua~ion and the 
numbers invalided should be negligible. . . 

. ' .(3) Radical Cur~tive' Treatment.-When this effect is .indicated (videinjra). tll.ecourseof 
treatment should .be as shQrt as possible consistent with a relatively high cure rate: Prolonged 
routine treatments in attempts to obtain a slightly higher radical cure rate are to 1:>!'; depre-
cated; save in exceptional circumstances. . 

. . . . ~-- ":. / ",' ",.' .-.' \' 

- IV.-GENERAL OUTLINES OF THE PRACTICAL ApPLICATION OF MALARIA THERAPY UNDER 
DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF MILITARY SEl;tVICE. . ' '.-

The most appropriate method for the control of mala~ia in the field by therapeutic 
measures will vary with the type of individual involved, theinten~ity of the malarial risk, 
and the probable duration of exposure to such risk} /.- . 

,(A) Non-infectedlndividuals Coming to Reside in an 4rea where the Chances of Acquiring 
. Infection are Relatively Slight . 

. If local conditions ~re sucll,either'naturally or as a resuitof anti-mosquito 'measures~ 
that the individual is only likely to become infected or reiIlfected at long intervals, .there 
appears to be no object in subjecting him to the tedium of suppressive. treatment,nor to the 
discomfort of repeated attacks, in an endeavour to nlisejlis immunity, as advocated by some 
workers (see Sinton, 1939, p. 209). . ' . 

In, such circumstances the aim of therapy should be' to produ,cea rapid clinical cure of the 
attack and a radical cure ofthe infection at the earliest moment by as short atreatment as. 
'possible. The ordinary standard courses advocated by the ArmY,should achieve this result 
in the very -great lI!ajority.of M.T. infections and in a large number of fresh B.T: ones. In 
the former type of infection it may b~ necessary occasionally to -give a fe~ dosesofpamaquin 
for the direct destruction of ~nysexual forms not affectlFd by the quinine or mepacrine treat
ment. Pamaquin -is unnecessary for y-hispurposein.B.T.orQt. infections, although some
times needed as an adjuvant to radically curative treatment. Relapsing inf~Ctiorts should/ 
be specially treated along the lines advocated above. . . . 

. (Br Indi;iduals Coming to Re.side ina' Non~maldrious or only Slightly Malarious Areafram a 
, ..' ,..' " . Highly M alarious One: . _ -' . . 
In all Cases the routine mepacrine suppressive treatment in force l.n the highly malarious area 

shouldbecontinued without intermission Jor at least four weeks after the last chance a/acquiring 
injection has passed~ This should eradicate most of the M.T. infections which are so dangerous 

.. to life al!d the protean manifestations of whicp. are so liable to be overlooked ~Ii non-mala!ial 
areas with fatal results. . 

The treatment policy to be:adopted will depend upon the probable duration of the sojOlirn 
of the individual or formation in the less malarious region. . . ' 

(1) Perioti, of Absence from Heavy-Risk of Infection likely to be of long Duration.-If the 
absence is likely to be six months or more, suppressive treatment $hould be stopped in most 
instances.. It may, however, be continued temporarily in the case of key personnel or units. 
-' ( , . 

lThese factors have been discussed'in greater detail by Sinton (1935a), (1937) and (1939) .. 
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. \ .' . [ , . ~.' , 

amongwhqm'at the time ahy heavy sickness incidence would seriously interfere. with, military 
.operations. Its continuation may also be needed when; in the progress of active operations, 
troops pass from .ahighly malarious area to a less malar~ousone,' or the annual break in 
malarial i~cidence is only for a shorfinferval. .... '. . 

,It must be remembered, however, that there is no evidence thatthe prolonged continuation 
of suppression is likely .to produce ;radical cures of B.T. ·infections (Le. the chief. ielapsiht{ 
disease after suppression stops) in nu.mbers:proportionate tothe trouble needed to continl1e~ 

( the treatment in non-malarious areas. The majority of persons still infected with this para-
. site will relapse when treatment stops, so the sooner they develop signs of infection· (ii'this 
does not iI+J~rfere with urgent military considerations).the sooner can ,appropriate radical 
treatment be started. So long as suppressive treatment is continued so longwill the potential 
sick rate in the unit be masked and impossible to evaluate. Sluch mas~edinfectibns may 
break out at: eriticalmoments after.: suppression is stopped. . • , ~ ...., .. 

(2) period of Absence from Risk of Heavy Infection of ShortDuration~-Ifthe period of 
absence-,islikely to be of' relatively short duration, as in the case of troops returning for 
rehabiliiatiofr, re-equipment, refresher training, etc., or if only a short interval occurs in the 

. I transmission' season, the suppressive treatment should be continued without intermission' 
as iI'r the highly malarious,area.1 If such treatmentbe.stopped, the troops' will. be liable to 

. develop atfacks of malaria; mainly B.T.(, which may interfere se:dously with their activities 
a,nd del<iy. their return ,to active field duties. . 
. His a waste of time to stop.suppre~ive treatment in such circumsfances, and to allow 
attacks to develop iriorderto give radical treatment, because many ofthese men are likely 
to becomereinfectedwithin a short time after their return to a dangerous malarious area" 
so undoing the effects of radical treatment. At the same time, it is probable that' the sup- . 
pressed iiifections will help the individual to develop a considerable degree of iunnnnity' 
which; with the aid of the suppressive treatment, will makehitn less liable to get disabling 
attacks in the future ("immunization without risk!,') (see discussio,n by Sinton, 1939). 
. Patients who develop ordinary attacks need'orily'receive a. short course offreatment 
sufficient to produce a rapid clinical cure, and should then immediately resume suppressive 
treatment withquLany interval between.~ No .more prolonged treatment should be used 
jn an attempt to produce a radical cure, because M. T. infections~ill be radically cured by the 
continued suppression and B.T. ories will be effectively suppressed. 

Patients wh,o developplackwater ",fever, 'orin whom some .. otheiserious complication 
develops, will require special treatment ,In thefor:merinstance,. at least, they shciuldnot 
be allowed to return to a highly malCj.rious region. . -... . 

riM.T. cases treated in a p()Jentially malari?u? a.rea show crescents after finishipg curative. 
t1'eatment, a couple of small closes of pamaquin at the'end of the course should be sufficient 
to tender these non-effective. 3 '. 

{C) Individuals Expose(i .to Constant and Frequent Injection, and Reinfection and Super-' 
.' . . . .' infection. '. 

It is well known that the Indigen~us. inhabitants".Qf l}ighly malarious regions, e~peci';jiy 
those, of aootiginctl and not of imiJ;ligrant stock, have ·often· developed a high degree of toler- . 
ance'to the effeCts of malarial infection by the time they have arrived at adult age. Apart 
from any natural immunity, much of this has been acquired as the result of repeated infections 
lasting over very many years. Even 'this high, degree of ;toler<i.nce may be broken to some 
extent when the individuals are translated to new environments,. where they are attacked by 
different strains and speCies of parasite. 4 In the.latter circumstances, however, the 'effects. of 

.' . 1 Individuals who under'these conditions develqp. repeated attacks,of mala~ia, should be strongly !;US~ 
p.ected of avoiding routine, ,suppressive treatment, a¥d, whether officer or man, should be placed under 
strict supervision and observation to ensure that the drug is taken and retained.' 

• See footnote 1 on.page 15-1. . ".. .f 
." 3 See footnote 1 on page 150: . ". .' . , .' . 

. . 4 The question of treatment in such indigenous popuiations is more fully discussed by Sinton and 
Harbha~an (1935) and Sinton (1935). . '. . 
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"ma.laria' 3:reusually ~erymuchless>sev:efk than in .nQn~jlllll1uneindividU\lls ,ab.q. [ s:ubstaJ\tia~ .. 
degn~e:Qftoleranee.to the. new strains is deveIopedrelativ~ly r~pidlY. ". His ()t~~rwiseinthe . 
case <;i( nqnAmmunepopula,tions: cODling; from. areaswhef~ malaria is absent '()r much less 
sevel'e., Inihe ca~e, oftroOpsit isuecessat:yio differen,tiate tl).eseJwo tyPesofindividuals~ 
.'(1) Im~une or. SaliedF'opulati6fl,s.-,-Wftil~Af*;:n an,d:other<l,boriginal :trqopsfrom . 
>itighly.mala.r,iousx~giansrrlayhave a high degree of t~leranceto:,thee#~cfsoffheir·oWnloc.al 

.. ' .. strains. of . pCI;rasite,):halarial sickn.ess ma ybecame.much ·!Uore evident. w;hen§UI;:A, people are 
; .. transferred .to.il foreignen:vironme~t. ,Any increase usuallyapPeais shartlyaftel' exo)!Osure . 
• totheiiew ip'fecting'str~iils. "'Smaller, dbs~s 'of mepaciitie, (say-a totaloi. 0:4 gfaDl~eeldy). 

' .. will probably.,suf.fi~etol'ed~ce.atta:ck intldencec;to rea.sonabk leyels;" ,should theinq:{ja,s~b~ 
.. 9£, shch, magt1ihld~ ·<ts·to justi£yitsuse~ '.AftefSll.ch ti'oopshavepecdm,e acclimatizedtolqcru.' 
,condftionsrsupp~~~~tveAr~ainientjs. usua,llyno longern~9~sary:: 1,. Ariyclil:ticala1:t~k~' 'of. 

. the. disease tha (develqp.,are, usuallY::rnildiri character :'anctth~ir1:featIl1~t'*d1lldailn~f a . 
r~piti dinicaicnre,not '?,r~dic:u <in.~ .• ,' .,ATa4ic~lcnr!'l'Yill, tend.t()~Il1inish the ;Qe~eficial, 
)mnninitye~j9yed~tiec~~se ;it~illt~p<il to' erad~ca:tejthe.sti~ill~s?f:cori~ill'ued}n£ett161J:wpich.': 
IS necessat'ytomalnta,u:r thIS atafllgh)eve} (Smt;on, 1939). . ,' •. ~. '. ". ···r',· 

'" .. ,: .. ·.·(2)ti1~n-iiwiffune.or Se~¥:iinf,t'4nP'r roops .;.such t~oopka.1Waysi1J.f£~r;¥~ry sevef~lf wh~n' 
. introdtl~ed int<rhig'hly;malarions areas., F or.thet~pelIticinaJ~rja:l control, these individu~ls . 

. ; shohld' be g'iven,full.d6ses0f suppressive mepactined1ffing·thewholepefiadof.'tesiden.cejn 
. 'the daUgerous:regibnand for four weeks after leaving': . If fhemalatia is seasonal theresho1l1d 

_. . .b~no ,bre<J.k in the'contimiityof. suppressIve treatment,. unlesstheintermi§&ion ill. th,e.periocl 
;. '-:--ofmalal'iaUratrsmissionlasts more than six months. . .,' .. ,' ................... ,...... . .,.... 

. "!<Attacks; sho-uld .. petreaJed ta. produce a~ r<l:pid a .• clinical. Slite~s;po~si,:b1~ ?fol10w:e(f py<t!1' 
immediate; resnmptidn.o£.suppre9f5ivern:epacririe. As. suSh individllalsate exposed; to the .. ', 
continued risk of . early . ~lld 'frequent reinfection, ·attempts·',lit;tad~c~rcllr~by. mbr~'}!{ol~rig'ed. 

'. treatmeht area wasteoftiwe. so long asth:ey contirlU~ to 'reside .u~aertneSecbfiditions: 
The latertreattnentof such hifections has been disceussedabove.. '. . . 

--- ... -

, ' SUM1di\RYOi'tHE' ApPLICATw}Js OFT~1tpflN.C~ESOF.Mi\£AiiAf1ERA~Y ·tJN,IiER ~ 
.'. : ., ..' DtF];"EREI)TT CO}JDITIONS OF'MILrrA'R~ SERVICE~ ..•. • '. 

A.N o""-injecteii~.Inaivi4uaZs'Co'mingto Rislde in an Area;here·:'tiit~GM:#'.ces . of .Acqu~ri11ig • 
" . ' .' .' . M dJatiat..1 njecti6n are slight: , . , .. 

'(l)Nosuppressive,treatment;.: ..•.. '... '. '.. '., ". ' .. ' . "-
.. ···(Z) Primaiya~u te. a tta~ks-'--rapidcHniCa1' cure. corn bine,d \V,ith radiCal'tre~tinent of·S4ort~,_\>, .. 

, . d'iira'{lon; ~Gc~!i\i9nally gllmeJocytetlierapy for M.T. infections., ..... ; .• ........., ,-,< 
.(3)iRelapsing ~Infections-'--(a )"Repe~tstandard course; (b) chn;micB.T.:':'spedal. trei).t-

illeJ,tf.;; '. ; . , '. . c.' . ." . . " 

'., 

jn4ivfdu;{l~'C?mingto .. Resi{i,e i1f,. a N o1J.~m'llari()us orS}ightly.1l1 tila~i01!;s Regipni0m,: ... ~ . 
. " .'.... '." . Highly Malarious One; '. . '., '.' '" .., , 

(1) 1 like' Petiod;;oj Absencefrom 1I eavyR,isk oll'J1,jec{ion if; JikeZy .to'. be:oJtongJ)uratron, 
. .(a)Sf(:rpsuppressive1;r~atmeiit after four\\:eeks (excepfperha.ps amangCertain .. 
. special personnel). . / . . 

(b) Primary acute 3:tMcks~not ~!!ly .. rapld'C:liniea} cur~?but·rspecial1y.>a.radical· 
ollio.< c' . .• ....• 

(t). Relapsing infec,tions""":(i) Rep~at staridard, tr~a.tment, (~() .1llaihte~ance) ; 
(ii) chronic RT: i:v.fections~special ·treatment. " ... 

,~ ... ~il#'~Qfltiri:Ulld~kPpress:i~ninay;be no longer nec~ssaryto~reserve th~health.()fsuchtroops,itn1!Ist" . 
1:ierem~~b,ered thl'lt. Im~j:>ressive mepacrine w.ill tend to keep the number of gametocyte carriers at a vllry 
lowleveI:' This maY~'imp<ili:thtnt.when theSe troops are residing.inan area nearndn~iinmune troops. 

14 
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158 ' . 

. ' (2)']f thf! Period;f.Lt bS(3nc~ jto1}1,fle'(lvy, J?:isk oI'lnfectio.tt/isliketyto~beol ShiJrt'v,it:1-ation. 
'. '(q)C()nt¥u~ sJpp~sivetreatI1leni\\dthoutany·cessa.tien..· .... . . . 

...••...... ([j)Atta~kstreatedtoprodu<:e.a·tapidcHfiic(i.l<cuteancltliisb::ea:tmelltfoUo\ved4)~T 
's~ppression withoutanYinttl(val(l.e.,maintenanceof treatm.~nt) .. '. '0'" ", 

:b/.dividualsExposed. tocCQ~stdfJJamd FreqUent.J1f!ectfQ~~,· li;;nfections . andSu:perin!edfQ~$~' 
(l)Iin~Unf!or·iSat~clpopuuxlifJnS;. ...... ....... '" '. .......... . .<.' .' .. '.. .' 

" .... ··.·\(fl).;If.~ucli whlarialsickness 9cc{t%staJ:tmod~rated()sage'()f~ll1ep?-cfinesupptt)S~i 
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